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Verdict always out, used a couple of times outside to our local range. MLM, picked up all the shots, good, bad, and others, that I was very impressed parinitial set up was very easy after the application downloaded. App is well laid out, very easy to read. Shot tracer and video, is pretty coolIndoors, again the mlm, picked up all the shots, but the yardage, were far away. Emailed
Raspodo, whose customer support, responded very quickly. Just a little annoyed data inside, inside, does not seem very accurate, which is a pity since my main reason for buying, was the practice inside more, winter, during the lock. I hope mlm improves with software updates, because I still think it has huge potential for amateur golfer to improve. Plus got a lot on Amazon on
Black Friday, I'm currently on vacation and will be back on January 4th. EXPUTT IS NOW IN STOCK AND READY TO SHIP. FREE EXPRESS DELIVERY WITH ALL ORDERS. Here are our launch monitors. We sell the best of the consumer range of launch instructors in the Mevo and Mevo Flightscope. Sale!$349.00 $299.00 Inc. GSTor 4 payments of $74.75 with AfterpayIn
Stock! FREE AUSTRALIA WIDEOffical PRGR BrandLight weight, accurate launch monitor and speed radar. The PRGR radar can be used with or without a ball!51 in stockSUPERIOR ACCURACY: Uses doppler radar and accurate algorithms to show your SWING SPEED, BALL SPEED, CARRY DISTANCE, TOTAL DISTANCE and SMASH FACTOR for each club. Can also use
with Tennis, Soccer and Baseball.EASIEST TO USE: Turn it on, ez it down, and hit. Powered by batteries (included). No WiFi, no downloads, no apps needed. Capture nearly 100% of the plans without tweaking with the placement as with others. CONFIANCE FABRICATION: PRGR has been manufacturing Tour-level golf equipment for nearly 40 years and is a division of
Yokohama, a famous manufacturer of automotive tires and trucks for more than 100 years. ALL WHAT YOU NEED: batteries, protective case and instruction manual. Yards only connected in customers who have purchased this product may leave a review. Page 2 Sale!$349.00 $299.00 Inc. GSTor 4 payments of $74.75 with AfterpayIn Stock! FREE AUSTRALIA WIDEOffical
PRGR BrandLight weight, accurate launch monitor and speed radar. The PRGR radar can be used with or without a ball!51 in stockSUPERIOR ACCURACY: Uses doppler radar and accurate algorithms to show your SWING SPEED, BALL SPEED, CARRY DISTANCE, TOTAL DISTANCE and SMASH FACTOR for each club. Can also use with Tennis, Soccer and
Baseball.EASIEST TO USE: Turn it on, ez it down, and hit. Powered by batteries (included). No WiFi, no no applications needed. Capture nearly 100% of the plans without tweaking with the placement as with others. CONFIANCE FABRICATION: PRGR has been manufacturing Tour-level golf equipment for nearly 40 years and is a division of Yokohama, a famous manufacturer of
automotive tires and trucks for more than 100 years. ALL WHAT YOU NEED: batteries, protective case and instruction manual. yards yards Customers who have purchased this product may leave a notice. Switch to Home Content - SkyTrak Launch Monitor SkyTrak lets you have your own practice at home, rain or shine, 365 days a year! Work on your ball strike, your shooting
shape, launch angle, carry, and rotation rate without leaving the house or wasting the time it takes to get the range. You can hit balls with any club in your bag at any time and display a very accurate rendering of your ball theft in a brilliant 3D environment. With SkyTrak, you can hit simulated targets, play challenges, participate in games and enjoy your workout time more than
ever. There is simply nothing that compares to the SkyTrak at this price. The revolutionary technology packaged inside the SkyTrak provides all the precision, reliability and enjoyment of a commercial golf simulator for a fraction of the price. Seriously, until SkyTrak arrived, you could expect to pay $10,000, $20,000... even $50,000 for the same level of precision and realism of a
golf simulator. SkyTrak is revolutionary in terms of price, performance and its ability to provide quality practice, addictive and fun challenges for you, your friends and family without ever leaving home. More details below. First, let's cover some of the distinctive features packaged in this amazing golf simulator unit... Key Features Breakthrough software makes skyTrak Launch
Monitor the most realistic, accurate (and affordable!) golf simulator on the market today Same technology you'll find in $50,000 of commercial golf simulators - for less than $4,000! Connects quickly and easily to your smart device or PC. Settle in in minutes! You can take the SkyTrak anywhere. WiFi enabled and includes an internal battery for maximum portability Receive instant
feedback from SkyTrak's Shot-Tracer technology. Instantly see your shooting shape, launch angle, rotation rate, transport distance, and much more to improve your game Includes basic driving range SkyTrak software capture, displays and accurately contrasts your ball flight data. Key measurement parameters include: ball speed, launch angle, lateral rotation, rear rotation, lateral
rotation, lateral angle, side angle and more. You'll get more feedback from SkyTrak than actually being on the course! Free SkyTrak app is 100% compatible with PC and iOS and all Smart Devices Shot-Tracer provides views from multiple camera angles for further swing analysis Fully customize your environment, including weather conditions and course Here's everything you
need on the Revolutionary SkyTrak Launch Monitor, commercial quality simulation technology provides incredibly accurate data including ball flying, launch angle, distance and much, much more camera-based launch technology from The SkyTrak captures high-speed images of the ball immediately after impact. Captured images are used to measure the parameters needed to
render the shot form and carry the distance. You get immediate feedback on every shot with instant 3D visualization, instant, advanced flight model and ball rotation measurement. Most simulators, even those that cost more than $10,000 and up to $50,000, do not produce results that are representative of your actual typing ability. SkyTrak is designed to give you the same
feedback you'll get over hitting your balls with your clubs. SkyTrak is a fun but serious tool designed specifically to help you improve your game. For the first time, you can afford a reliable simulator that provides the accuracy of a commercial-grade launch monitor that could cost $10,000 or more. Quickly install your SkyTrak in minutes - it couldn't be easier! After downloading the
free app, SkyTrak easily connects to compatible iPads, Androids and PCs via its built-in WiFi hotspot. Once connected, you're ready to start hitting photos on the SkyTrak 3D practice range anywhere at any time. There are no wires to connect and the SkyTrak launch monitor packs its own battery for total portability. 'Shot Tracer' hyper-precise technology provides instant feedback
for super realistic golf simulation With SkyTrak Shot-Tracer technology, you can see the ball flying on your iPad, Android or PC, and receive instant feedback on shooting shape, launch angle, rotation rate, transport distance, and much more to improve your game. And because Shot-Tracer uses multiple camera angles, you'll get much more practical information about your skill
level than actually being on the course. Here's just a look at what SkyTrak's revolutionary 'Shot Tracer' technology gives you... 3D Practice Beach: Enjoy a better view of your shots and the results of your swing hitting your ball with your clubs that you would have to range. Ball performance data: Your ball flight data on individual projectiles is captured and displayed automatically to
include: Measured ball speed, launch angle, rear rotation, lateral rotation, and lateral angle (deviation from the target line). You will also receive a calculated club head speed as well as the transport distance, the offline distance of the target line and the total distance for each shot. First-person camera view: View the flight of the ball from the bottom of the line (as if you were behind
the ball looking at the target) and follow your shooting form in the air. Shot Replay: Press the replay button to see this great player again or analyze the one you'd rather forget. Ultra-portable wireless design. Take your SkyTrak with you wherever your SkyTrak goes wherever you go. Practice and play with rain or shine, 365 days a year, from the comfort of your home, even limited
space. Place a ball on a strike mat or flat floor and swing. The system is integrated with its own rechargeable battery and serves as its own Wi-Fi hotspot so it can operate without wires, cables or fasteners. Connect wirelessly to a device and generate launch data in seconds. Fully customizable conditions. You can change your environment to replicate any type of weather or
course you want SkyTrak allows you to enter a series of desired variables environmental factors such as weather and course conditions. This helps you simulate real-world golf environments and conditions as if you were really on the course. Track your performance and quickly track your skill level With a revolutionary commercial-grade launch monitor technology, SkyTrak
accurately captures, displays and contrasts your ball flight data. The main measurement parameters include; ball speed, launch angle, lateral spin, rear spin, lateral spin, side angle and more. SkyTrak is the first affordable practice, gaming and entertainment simulator that delivers realistic results that accurately match your actual shooting ability. Add a net and turf for the most
realistic and immersive golf simulation experience of your life You can add a professional net and turf to take your golf simulation and realism to a whole new level. Check out our range of nets HERE. You can even use your own clubs and balls for a whole new layer of excitement and fun during your workouts. Take your new SkyTrak launch monitor now for only $3445 (free
shipping australia-wide) We'll ship your new SkyTrak launch monitor right to your doorstep - anywhere in Australia - for just $3445. In addition, shipping is free across Australia. This is a certified bargain considering the value of the offer here. You are looking for a breakthrough, commercial quality, golf simulation unit for less than $3500. The technology of this standard is found in
golf simulators ten times this price. You seriously won't find a golf simulator of this pedigree for less than $3500 anywhere else in the world. Nothing... and we mean nothing comes close to SkyTrak for realism, immersion and downright fun! Don't take our word for it. Check out the comments below from all happy skytrak owners. You could easily spend more than $20,000 on a golf
simulator of this caliber... but you can enter your SkyTrak launch monitor now for only $3494! We're going to say it again. There are commercial quality golf simulators on the market that are ten times more expensive than the SkyTrak Launch Monitor, but they don't get close to the level of technology and features you'll find in the SkyTrak. But you won't pay anywhere near $30K
today - no way! Today you can buy your SkyTrak Launch Monitor for only $3,445.So, what are you waiting for? Scroll to the top of this page, click add to the basket and buy your brand-span-new now for only $3445 (including free shipping). Specifications SkyTrak UnitPhotometric launch monitorAccelerometer-based internal leveling systemNo calibration requiredDimensions:
5.75in L x 6.75in H x 2.5in WWeight - 1.7lbsLaunch Data AccuracyBall Speed: 0 - 200mph - 1mphLaunch Angle: 0 - 55 12,000rpm - 250rpmSide Spin: 0 - 4,000rpm - 250rpmSide Angle: 0 - 20 degrees Power and BatteryBuilt-in rechargeable lithium-ionUp battery at 5 hours of continuous useMicro USB charging cable included ConnectivityConnects access in this mode) Connects
to iPad Wi-Fi via router/home network (Internet access available)Hardware CompatibilityiOS:SkyTrak requires 3D graphics support. The following compatibility tests: iPad Air or neweriPad Mini 2 (with Retina display) or neweriPad ProiPhone 6 or newerAndroid:The following Android devices have been tested internally and are officially approved for use with SkyTrak. In general,
we've seen the best results with new Android devices containing octa-core (or dual quad-core) processors. We will continue to test more devices and update this list accordingly. Google Pixel CSamsung Galaxy Tab S3Samsung Galaxy S6Samsung Galaxy Tab S2Samsung Galaxy S8PC:Windows 7, 8, or 10Intel Core 2 Duo - 2.0GHz or more2Gb ram or moreThird-party golf
simulation software requirements vary by provider. What's in the box? 1x SkyTrak Launch Monitor1x SkyTrak companion app1x USB charging cableEasy-to-read instructions SkyTrak Guarantee is covered by a 30-day refund guarantee and a 6-month manufacturers warranty. This warranty covers you against defects. If for some reason your item doesn't work as expected, just
contact us and we'll fix your item under warranty... or we may be able to offer a refund/exchange. Again, if, for some reason, your item does not work as intended, contact us immediately and we will resolve any issues as soon as possible. Shipping You might have some questions about shipping times and costs. So let's cover some of these issues for you here... How long will it
take for my order to arrive? We have partnered with australia's fastest couriers to ensure that you get your FAST order.99% of our orders are shipped within one business day. This means that if you order on a Monday, we usually ship the same day or the next business day (Tuesday). Your order usually arrives in 3 to 5 business days. Of course, it depends on where you stand. If
you live in a metropolitan area, you can expect your order to arrive within 3 days. If you live outside a metro area, you usually order a little longer to arrive. We recommend that you allow 5 working days to arrive your order. As soon as your order is on the way, we will send you the follow-up details by email. This means that you will be able to keep an eye on your order and see
where it is at all times. Of course, if you have any questions or questions about your order, just email us, call (03) 9018 7271 or open the live chat feature. We'll help you with all that we can. How much does shipping cost? Shipping costs depend on the weight of the item and the shipping destination. We will do everything we can to ensure that you receive the best shipping rates
available. Shipping is calculated at the checkout. Just fill in your address details and our shipping calculator will show the final shipping cost. Many of the items we sell include free shipping. If an item is labeled free shipping, you won't pay a single cent for shipping. What if I'm not home when my order arrives? No stress. If you're not at home, our couriers your order at the nearest
depot or post office. The contact information will be left at your door or in your mailbox so you can arrange redelivery. Hey what gives, it's been over a week and my order did not arrive. Where's that? No worries. The first thing we recommend you do is check your follow-up details. It may just be that your order has been a little retained. If your tracking details do not tell you where
your order is, contact us on (03) 9018 7271 and we will help you determine where your order is located. Why buy from us? Hello. If you clicked on this tab, you are obviously looking for a reason or two about why you should shop for your game goodies at Gamer Gear Direct, rather than those other online stores. And we will (not so) humbly say that there are many reasons we think
you should shop with us... and don't give your hard-earned money to one of those big box retailers like Harvey Norman or JB Hi-Fi. First of all, we have a policy here at Gamer Gear Direct that we like to call... 100% customer happiness guaranteed (we think so!) Ok, so the above title may seem a bit cheesy to you, but it's true. We will lean back to make sure you are 100% happy
and satisfied with everything you buy from us. We want you to bet your friends and family about your experience with us (and I hope that means they will visit our website, too). And the only way to do that is when you're happy with our service, right? You see, we are not one of those big box electronics stores with a marketing budget of millions. These companies treat you like a
number. Because they can afford it! They have money coming out of their ears. We're different. We are a small Australian company. Every potential customer who hits our website is valuable to us (which includes you). So, again, let's do everything we can to make sure you're over the moon with your Gamer Gear Direct shopping experience. Do you think Harvey Norman can
promise that kind of service? Probably not. But look, you don't have to take our word for Here's what our customers are saying about us... Ashley Woolnough said: I want to say a big thank you to Blake and the Gamer Gear Direct team. The service was absolutely impeccable from the time I first looked at the items when they were delivered. I bothered Blake a bit, but nothing was
too difficult and he went above and beyond to help me. 5-star service. Joe Platt had this to say: I just want to say how awesome the game chair is that we bought. Incredible quality, useful service the fastest delivery of an online purchase. We arrived the next day! And this from B. Richardson: Bought a Audeze helmet and it arrived within two days. Thanks for the quick shipping and
excellent service! It is not an exhaustive list either. There are many more stories of happy customers that we could share with you. But let's move on... Five-star customer support. We are just an email, a phone call or a live conversation. We are here to help you day and night Officially we are around you and help you with your questions and questions between regular business
hours (Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm). But just between us... we're pretty much there to help you 24/7. We don't go out. For example, it is not uncommon for one of our members to assist a customer with a shipment request at 9 p.m. in the evening. If you need a hand with anything just send us an email, call (03) 9018 7271 or open the live chat feature and we will help you in any
way we can. Shop with confidence! If you don't like what you ordered, you have 30 days to return it. No questions asked (and we'll even pay for the return shipping) By the time you buy something from Gamer Gear Direct, you're automatically covered by our 30-day return policy. This means that if you are not happy for any reason (and the reason at all) you can return your item/s
for refund or exchange. And we'll even cover the return shipping. This means you can shop with confidence. Again, if for some reason you are not happy just return your items to us for a refund or exchange. In addition to our 30-day return policy, you are also covered by a manufacturers warranty. Every product we sell is covered by a minimum warranty of 6 months (most are
covered by a warranty of 1 year or better)So you can be insured when you buy from us, you buy top quality, branded products (no 'grey import' products here) Ultra-fast shipping wide Australia. 99% of our orders are shipped with a business day (it's fast!) When you shop online, you want your order to be quick, don't you? We understand that. That's why 99% of our orders are
shipped within one business day from the time you order. Your order usually arrives within 3 to 5 business days from the day you ordered. Whether you order a 50kg racing simulator cockpit or a mouse pad, we'll make sure you get your order in a very fast time. We use the fastest couriers in the country to make sure you get your order in record time. You can follow your order all
the time. As soon as your order is in progress, we will send you an email with follow-up details. Of course, if you have any questions or questions about your order just send us an email and we will help you in any way we can. Every product you buy from Gamer Gear Direct is covered by a minimum of 6 months, manufacturer warranty Nothing worse than buying something online
and it's faulty, This is exactly why every item we store is covered by a minimum warranty of 6 months. If the product you ordered from us does not work properly, just return it to us and we will fix it for you under warranty. Or provide you with a replacement item. Safe and 100% secure. Your private data will never be shared Our shopping cart is equipped with SSL encryption. This
means that your data is completely secure when you shop on our website. We don't have to save or share any of your payment details. Details. Details.
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